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Abstract:-- Vehicular Ad Hoc Network is mainly used in safety applications to avoid road accidents by disseminating the alert
messages or dangerous information among the drivers securely. This alert messages or dangerous information must be highly
secured from the access of intruders or attackers. Misbehaviour or malicious node detection is a major problem in VANET if any
vehicles disseminate the messages maliciously. Checking the variation in the behaviour of vehicular nodes, detection of
misbehaviour and the malicious vehicular nodes continuously makes a highly secured VANET. In this paper, message
dissemination using optimal blowfish algorithm based signcryption technique in vehicular networks is proposed to secure the data
from the third party person or attackers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) becomes very popular
in automatic industry to improve the safety and comfort
travel in case of very high road traffic. It takes a lot of
attention in the research area. VANETs may offer a various
applications such as safety, traffic management,
entertainment and infotainment. A Vehicular Ad Hoc
Network is a collection of nodes without any fixed
infrastructure and the vehicular nodes are connected with
wireless communication. The topology of the ad hoc network
is changed dynamically. Each vehicle is considered as a node
in VANET. Emergency warning messages are disseminated
in a highway using multihop transfer protocol [1]. Safety
information is disseminated using intelligent routing protocol
in VANET safety applications. An efficient data transmission
technique is essential for a safety application to transmit the
data to the vehicles securely. Driver assistance, alert signal to
vehicles, collision avoidance and automatic alert signal
generation are some of the well-known safety applications.
Entertainment and infotainment applications are some of the
non-safety applications. The Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS) have been designed based on the safety data
dissemination protocol with artificial intelligent techniques in
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) [3, 4].
Driving safety could be enhanced by developing
roadway system efficiency in VANET. An accurate traffic
and road system data are captured by using cluster based
techniques[5].Due to high mobility and broad range of
vehicles, protecting the vehicular network is more critical
than the other networks such as WSN. Nowadays, the quality

of service is affected by the security issues, such as
authentication, confidentiality, non-repudiation, localization
and verification of data, which are the most vital problem to
be solved in the vehicular network. Usually Vehicular ad hoc
networks are formed by vehicles moving at high speeds,
therefore their communication relations or topology can be
altered continuously at fast [6, 7]. In such a highly dynamic
environment, traditional security solutions face many
problems in VANET initiated by the complex vehicular
communications system, dynamic user groups, real time
constraints, etc. The privacy and confidentiality of the
disseminated messages should be kept safely in VANET
communications by implementing schedules in VANET [8].
In Vehicular safety applications such as infotainment, driver
assistance, a lot of improvements or enhancements are
needed to avoid some security issues.
The drivers take necessary decision based on the traffic
information which are collected by the On_Board Unit while
receiving the data. The current road situation is improved by
using such kind safety applications using VANET. If any
node faces hazardous event such as collision occurrence,
slippery road, traffic jam road, it will produce the emergency
alert signal and disseminate to every other nodes in the
network. Every other On-board Unit receive the alert
messages and disseminate it to the remaining nodes. This
process is continued until all the On-board unit receives the
messages. In some cases, the received messages can be
changed by the drivers in any On-board Unit. Each OBU
should send a message what it receives without doing any
changes on it. It must be trustworthy while sending the alert
signals to other OBUs. [9,10,11]
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There are various types of attacks may occur in the network.
The root cause of the attack is modifying the original data or
Data forgery. It is one of challenging issue to detect the
attackers which is supposed to do some alteration in the
received data. It should be totally avoided. The connections
among the OBU, Tamper Proof Device(TPD) may be
affected or attacked while producing the alert signal and
sending the alert signals to other OBUs in the VANET. As a
result, it produces the wrong signals to other nodes[12].
2. RELATED WORKS
To detect the dissemination of false alert messages in
VANETs by using an advanced cryptographic techniques.
And also it limits the length of the messages to be sent within
the specified duration in the network with the help of the
cryptographic techniques. Each vehicular node can send to
other nodes in the network. Two concepts such as Proof-ofwork and Certificates are used. Maintenance of certificate
assures the accountability of the user. Proof-of-work concept
is used to protect the network from the intruders or thirdparty person. Esther Palomar et al. [12] designed this
cryptographic technique to avoid attacks and producing proof
for different types of malicious behavior in the VANET.
Xuejiao Liu et al. [13] discussed about a new authentication
scheme for disseminating a message in the VANET. This
authentication scheme extends the cipher text-policy based
encryption with a hierarchical structure of multiple
authorities. Due to this hierarchical structure, it provides
scalability and also provides fine grained access control on
the disseminated messages. This scheme disseminates the
message in a secured way by using cipher text-policy
attribute based encryption.
Jalay S Maru et al. [15] proposed a distributed dissemination
protocol based on priority scheduling approach. It works like
„„Road-Casting Protocol (RCP)‟‟. In this approach, the
periodic messages are broadcasted from the Road-side Unit
to On-board Unit. It reduces the network congestion by
disseminating the data based on the priority. It improves the
delivery of a message from RSU to OBU. It is simulated and
performance metrics are calculated. It shows that end-to-end
delay is minimized and the packet delivery ratio is improved.
Saurabh Kumar Gaur et al.[11] discussed various future
vehicular applications based on the position of vehicular
nodes in the VANET platform. And also critical factors are
analyzed in the networking platform which would support the
future vehicular application.

Uzma Khan et al. [10] et al. proposed a detailed survey on
finding or identifying the malicious or false warning sending
node or misbehavior node in VANETs. It classifies the node
based on the message it sends to other nodes and its
behaviour. It shows various types of nodes and various types
of behaviour of malicious nodes in the VANET. By this,
VANET becomes highly secured and reliable network.
Nowadays Data dissemination becomes very critical task due
to fast changes in the network topology and frequent
segmentation of messages. Moumena Chaqfeh et al. [12],
proposed two optimization strategies such as the push model
and pull model for data dissemination. In Pull based model,
Data is disseminated based on demands. In push based
model, messages are disseminated automatically without any
demands from any other nodes in the VANET. These two
optimized models are compared with the existing data
dissemination techniques.
VANET consists of only the wireless nodes which are not
located in the fixed place. There is no infrastructure in it.
Message dissemination delay, Data Traffic, Network
congestion is the challenging issue in Vehicular
communication system. There are three types of
communication available in the network. Road-side Unit to
On-board Unit, On-board Unit to On-board Unit and Onboard Unit to Road-side Unit are the various types of
communications taken place in VANET. Vishal Kumar and
Narottam Chand [17] proposed the data scheduling method
for dissemination of messages in VANET. Messages are
classified and then it is scheduled to disseminate by any one
of the three communication methods. Data is obtained from
the on-board unit and takes necessary actions to disseminate
whether it is to be sent from OBU to RSU, RSU to RSU and
OBU to OBU. By this, the transmission delay is decreased
and reliability status is improved in the Vehicular Ad Hoc
Networks.
Chitra, et.al.,[5] discussed about the merits and demerits of
various broadcasting techniques. And also broadcast storm or
network congestion, broadcast suppression are discussed.
Broadcasting means the way of disseminating the valid
messages from one vehicular node to other vehicular nodes in
the Ad Hoc Networks. The main challenges in the
dissemination in the Ad Hoc Networks are discovery of an
efficient route, updation of routing information and other
operations. A survey on the existing broadcast suppression
techniques is given. A lot of problems are thrown by simply
disseminating the message packets in the VANETs.
Lakshmi, et.al., [3] proposed a novel broadcasting method
based on the priority of a message. The priority of the
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messages are classified as general messages, urgent messages
and very urgent messages. Then, the binary partition phase
was designed to find the node which is disseminated inside
the Coverage Area. If any node does not post a response fast,
a maximum number of probability may be an accident
occurred in the region. It is simulated and finds very high
reliability and security.
3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
There are variety of applications developed in VANET.
Based on the accuracy level, it may be classified into several
types. Each vehicular node has a set of equipments for
computation, communication and sensing process. Even
though there is a lot of equipments and provision to detect
and avoid collision, an accident may occur if the driver does
not react fast. This is one of the critical problem in the
Vehicular Ad Hoc Network.This paper focused on a message
dissemination
using secured and prioritized techniques in
VANET. Assignment of a priority is based on the keywords
in the message and the number of messages received. There
are various types of messages such as request, information,
alert. The request messages are classified as emergency
request, entertainment request, general request.The
information is transferred in a secured manner.

or third party person may extract the messages. There are a
lot of applications in the military and air force to secure the
secret messages from the intruders or adversaries.
In VANET, each vehicle disseminates the message by using
the combination of multicast, unicast and broadcast based on
the type of the message packets it receives. Every vehicle
sends the message in every direction, so that it can be
disseminated to the set of vehicles. During the transmission,
each vehicular node updates the messages dynamically.
This research proposed a novel signcryption[18] using DEM
and KEM. The KEM is one of the random number generation
techniques by executing the Key Derivation Function (KDF).
And also, Secret key is disseminated along with some
additional keys for the encryption process in KEM.
In DEM, Advanced Encryption Standard algorithm is used as
a signcryption algorithm. Based on Cuckoo search algorithm,
Optimal Blow Fish algorithm is used in Advanced
Encryption Standard. The additional information are
extracted from the secret key using pseudo random number
functions.
Figure:

3.1. Message Prioritization
The first phase of this work is message prioritization. In this
phase, the messages are categorized into emergency request,
entertainment request and general request. Higher priority is
allotted to the very urgent request and the message is
processed and disseminated fast and the necessary actions to
be taken immediately.
The request is classified based on the keyword and the
occurrence of the word in the message received.
Classification process is done in the following way. The
keywords are stored in a separate document. Whenever the
message is received, the priority is allotted to the messages.
The Priority is assigned using the similarity measure for text
processing. It depends on the similarity calculation between
the words in the messages and the keywords stored in a
document. Some extra features are also added in the
similarity measurement. This kind of measure is called as
symmetric measure. Based on this, the messages are
classified into emergency request, entertainment request and
the general request.
3.2. Secured Data Dissemination using Hybrid signcryption
Algorithm
Dissemination of data in between the vehicles is the critical
job in VANET. During the dissemination process, intruders

3.4. Optimal Blow Fish Algorithm
It is used in symmetric key cryptography also it is executed
for both encryption and decryption process. It accepts 64 bit
block size and key length from 32 bit to 448 bits. It consists
P-array and four 32 bit S-boxes. Each P-array consists 18 of
32 bit sub keys and each S-box consists of 256 entries. Blow
fish algorithm consists of two sections such as key expansion
and data encryption. In key expansion phase, each input key
448 bit into 4168 bytes sub key arrays. In the second phase,
ie Data encryption, 16 round feistal network is used. Each
round consists of a key dependent substitution and key
dependent permutation. Every functions in the blow fish
algorithm is done using XOR.
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Encryption:
Encryption is the process of converting the plain text into
cipher text. The length of the input data is 64 bit. The input
data is separated into two 32 bit halves at first round. In blow
fish algorithm, XOR operation is performed in the first 32 bit
left halves and P-array. The output of the first 32 bit is fed to
the function (Ft). Then the output of left halves and the next
32 bit right halves perform the XOR operation. Then these
two results are interchanged and the rest of the round goes on
till it performs for all the 16 rounds.
Decryption:
In Blow Fish Algorithm, the decryption process is done in a
reverse order of operations which are performed encryption
process.GA based Cuckoo search algorithm for Optimal key
generation in Blow fish algorithm
It is one of the best meta-heuristic algorithm. It was
stimulated by the cuckoos‟s breeding behaviour and to
develop easily. In this search, a set of nest are available.
Every cuckoo lays one egg at a time in a randomly chosen
nest. The high power of eggs will put back to the upcoming
generation. Each egg including the cuckoo‟s egg represent a
solution. The set of host‟s nests are allocated and the host
bird finds the nest which contains the egg of a cuckoo. The
same process is performed in the worst nest set and the
solutions are left for further calculations. The combination of
CS-GA algorithm finds the best combination of the generator
units using the multi-objective functions. This function takes
the generation limit of the generator as the input. The CS
algorithm‟s levy flight search and GA algorithm‟s crossover
and mutation processes are used to find the solution for the
updating process. The optimal solution is chosen from the set
of updated solution by using the multi-objective function.
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4. CONCLUSION
Data security in data dissemination plays a major role
VANET. This paper proposes the Hybrid blowfish algorithm
based Signcryption technique for data dissemination. It is
mainly used for encrypting the data while it is disseminated
in the Vehicular Ad-hoc Network. As a result, the data is
disseminated securely which cannot be affected by the
intruders or any other third party persons. In future, it may be
implemented and performance metrics are compared with the
existing methods.
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